Anyone can be a
data engineer
Meroxa is a real-time data platform as a service.  
We make it easy for teams of any size and expertise  
to leverage real-time data. Skip the never ending
engineering chores that always get in the way  
of the real work.


Our platform is truly self-service and it’s designed for
developers of any skill level, no data engineers needed.
With Meroxa, every developer is a data engineer.

The Meroxa Platform

Self service

Unified tooling

No implementation consultants needed. Meroxa
handles all the plumbing, enabling faster and  
more streamlined data pipeline architecture,  
so you can worry about what matters: connecting  
your stakeholders with the analysis-ready data  
and information they need in a timely manner.

Power your analytics and operational workflows  
with a single toolset that allows you to make multiple
connections. Meroxa manages data integration and
data delivery from source to destination, ensuring that
your critical data is always accurate and up to date.

Managed Data Platform

Auto-Generated API

Leave the administrative work to us. Our control plane
automates repetitive tasks from data ingestion to data
replication and ensures your data is secure.

Select the data you want to stream into an auto-generated
real-time API endpoint (beta). Now your team can focus
on building features instead of configuring infrastructure.

Maximize the Value of Your Data
The longer your data sits around, the less useful it becomes. With Meroxa, it’s easy to go
from real-time to batch. Without the need for a large team, you can use a single platform
and deploy across your business's analytical and operational needs to get real-time data
flowing with ease.

Type. Click. Deploy.

Data Warehouse

What would you build if you could
instantly deploy data infrastructure?

Data Lake
Real time API

Meroxa is the only real-time data platform with no upfront cost.

Pay as you go
Starting at

Developer

$0 / month

Plans starting at

$199 / month

for 50M events

First 5M events free each month
Unlimited Connectors, Transforms,
Endpoints, and Pipelines.

Unlimited Connectors, Transforms,
Endpoints, and Pipelines.

Initial data load up to 50M events
processed per Source Connector
included.

Initial data load up to 50M events
processed per Source Connector
included.

Need more events? Pay
$0.000006 per additional event.

Need more events? Pay
$0.000004 per additional event.

Introductory pricing.
Subject to change.

Introductory pricing.
Subject to change.

Get started today at www.meroxa.com

We can't wait to see what you build!
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